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Milestone 3 Matrix 
Task Alyssa Jess Joseph Gurkirat

Get access to server 25% 25% 25% 25%

Access country data through website 30% 20% 30% 20%

GLOBEStyle app compiled with Sekai code 
and adjusted with GLOBEStyle features and 
connections

35% 15% 35% 15%

Continue work on Database structure(i.e. 
how to handle calendar)

50% 13% 24% 13%

Framework for Calendar & pre and post 
reflection questions.

25% 25% 25% 25%

Create a Demo for the end of the semester. 15% 35% 15% 35%

 



Milestone 3 Matrix Accomplishments
Task Alyssa Jess Joseph Gurkirat To Do

Get access to server 25% 25% 25% 25%

Access country data through website 10% 5% 10% 5% Connecting to database

GLOBEStyle app compiled with Sekai 
code and adjusted with GLOBEStyle 
features and connections

30% 10% 30% 10% Add in Profile Creation 
Questions

Continue work on Database structure
(i.e. how to handle calendar)

30% 10% 25% 10% getting access to server 
database
organizing structure to merge 
databases

Framework for Calendar & pre and 
post reflection questions.

25% 25% 25% 25%

Create a Demo for the end of the 
semester.

15% 35% 15% 35%

Integration old website code into new 
website

10% 5% 10% 5% getting all code off server and 
learning how to run it locally



Milestone 3 contribution of each 
team member (Jess Farmer)

● Worked on GLOBEStyle App-Code, implemented a button that leads 
to a calendar display.

● Assisted with discovery of finding the location of the database and 
website files off of the server by talking to members from the group 
who worked on the project before us and some researching.

● Met with clients to give update, discuss profile questions, as well as 
pre/post questions. Waiting for them to get back to us.

● Put in place dummy questions temporarily for profile questions.
● Met with IT to learn how to get database and website files from Sekai 

off of the server



Milestone 3 contribution of each 
team member (Alyssa Marcoux)

● Assisted in discovering location of website code and database on server

● Figured out how to download files from server

● Researched concept ideas for calendar and how it possibly needed to be integrated 

with database

○ determined that will likely be unnecessary to save calendar data to the 

database

● Investigated structure of old database

○ started planning integration of new database with existing database. 

● Met with clients to give status update and get data from them.



Milestone 3 contribution of each 
team member (Joseph Torano)

● Helped discover location of website and database code
● Worked with IT to learn how to download files from folder and how 

to change permissions
●  Met with clients to discuss features get updates on status of 

questions for both calendar and profile
● Investigated old website cold to see if it is viable to create new 

website from it
○ Found it was viable and began creating a new version of 

website using code from last semester to ensure better 
integration with database



Milestone 3 contribution of each 
team member (Gurkirat Kainth)

● Worked on implementing the calendar feature to the app
○ Calendar view added

● Worked on adding functionality to the calendar view
○ Adding events
○ Notifications with pre and post reflection questions

● Met with IT in order to  gain access to Sekai server



Milestone 4 Goals
● Integration of old website code into new website

● Access country data through website

● GLOBEStyle app compiled with Sekai code and adjusted with GLOBEStyle 

features and connections

● Continue work on Database structure (ie how to integrate into old database)

● Framework for pre and post reflection questions.



Milestone 4 Matrix
Task Alyssa Jess Joseph Gurkirat

Integration old website code into new website 35% 15% 35% 15%

Access country data through website 35% 15% 35% 15%

GLOBEStyle app compiled with Sekai code and 

adjusted with GLOBEStyle features and 

connections

15% 35% 15% 35%

Continue work on Database structure (ie how to 

integrate into old database)

35% 15% 35% 15%

Framework for pre and post reflection questions. 15% 35% 15% 35%



Questions?

● Demo


